1. Do not scale from this drawing.
2. This drawing should be viewed in colour.
3. A real-time incursion warning system is to be used on all road closures.
4. Local access to residential & commercial properties to be maintained at all times.
   Members of the public to be escorted as required.
5. All laybys along A5 closure in both directions to be closed (i1 to i13).
6. All side access roads within A5 closure to be closed (j1 to j19).

**NOTES**

**KEY**

- SOUTHBOUND
- LAYBY CLOSURE (i1 to i13)
- SIDE ROAD ACCESS RESTRICTIONS (j1 to j19)

**EXTENTS OF A5 CLOSURE (NORTHBOUND & SOUTHBOUND), SPEED RESTRICTIONS AND FOOTWAY CLOSURES.**

**MAIN DIVERSION ROUTE (NORTHBOUND & SOUTHBOUND), SPEED RESTRICTIONS AND FOOTWAY CLOSURES ADDED AS MP 15/08/19**

For information on the project, please contact KIER.